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INTRODUCTION
A future Smart Grid power system network is a dynamic network for bi-directional energy flows, linking widely distributed small capacity renewable energy systems at consumer level (distribution network) and centralized higher-capacity power generators, facilitating active participation of customer choice for energy production/source and demand management, and providing real-time information on the performance and optimal operation of the power system network [1] . Smart grid is technically classified in three categories namely Smart Infrastructure System, Smart Management System and Smart Protection System [2] .The simulation works of this paper is done under the Smart Power generation [3] technique which is a part of Smart Infrastructure System. Frequency and Active power are the main parameters to show the stability of any power system network like conventional power grid, microgrid or any virtual power plant [4] .The analysis of frequency control has already done in Isolated Microgrids [5] . Micro grid is designed to operate in grid connected and isolated mode [6] . To control the frequency in isolated micro grid, storage element is necessary [7] .Different rating of storage and integrating devices are used to control the frequency can creates very complex situation [8] . Active and Reactive Power Control of the Electronically Interfaced DG Sources for the Realization of a Virtual Power Plants also been done [9] .This research paper only depicts the power flow analysis in virtual power plant having small capacity.
In present scenario of power system network, conventional and distributed generation are combinedly used to control the active power flow in order to get a highly stable network. This paper is about to synchronize these two power plant namely thermal and wind power plant because both sharing maximum percentage of electricity generation in their respective field. The smart grid model includes 4 units of Thermal power plant (conventional generation) and 6 units of Wind power plant (distributed generation). Wind power plant is connected to major load side to control the power flow and this connecting point is treated as smart grid. Power generated in Thermal power plant is done by Synchronous generated and in Wind power plant Doubly Feded induction generator (DFIG) [10] .The rating of each thermal power plant is 900 MW where as wind power plant rating is 12 MW. 13.8 KV is generated by synchronous generated which is then step-up to 230 KV of voltage level and 575 V is generated by DFIG which is again step-up to 230 KV because transmission voltage is 230 KV. The model simulates the power system network with two area system control where each area is characterised with two conventional thermal power plant each having 900 MW capacity.
ACTIVE POWER AND FREQUENCY

ANALYSIS AND CONTROLMETHOD
Active power and frequency analysis process and control of this power system is explained by two ways and they are as: When loads are increasing or decreasing then frequency will decrease or increase accordingly. For automatic frequency control, ALFC is used in both single and double area loop.
In thermal power plant, frequency can be controlled by automatic frequency control loop (ALFC) which comprises generator, load, prime mover and governor. For a two area system, during normal operation the real power transferred over the tie line is given by 
Frequency Control of DFIG:
Doubly-fed electric machines are basically electric machines that are fed ac currents into both the stator and the rotor windings. of doubly-fed induction generators when used in wind turbines is that they allow the amplitude and frequency of their output voltages to be maintained at a constant value, no matter the speed of the wind blowing on the wind turbine rotor. Because of this, doubly-fed induction generators can be directly connected to the ac power network and remain synchronized at all times with the ac power network.
Case I
The graph of Frequency obtained form this SIMULINK model has shown below:
Graph of Frequency for case I Hence this is observed from above frequency graph that the f max =50.29 Hz AND f min =49.9 Hz. This is a stable working region of a power system network. The maximum values of load has already taken to check the maximum limit of this smart grid network and it has seen that at that maximum values of load, frequency is under stable range but nature of active power is no more compatible for applied load to their corresponding buses. So in another case, magnitude of both active and inductive loads has decreased on both load buses to know the range of loads that can be attached to the power system network for a stable operation. To know these load ranges, value of inductive load on bus bar B3 is decreased to 50MVAR from their initial value which is 150MVAR and value of active load is decreased to 650MW from their initial value of 1100MW where as at bus bar B6, inductive load is decreased from 120MVAR to 40MVAR and active load is decreased from 1900MW to 1400MW. At these lowest load values, the values of maximum and minimum frequencies are measured to 50.80 Hz and 49.20 Hz. The positive and negative frequency deviation is calculated to the same value of 1.60%. Although this frequency deviation comes under the defined frequency deviation range i.e. +3% but it is seen that the worst power blackout had happened on July '2013 in India occurred on 49.20 Hz only. So to take the standard of 49.20Hz, the load is varied to get the frequency value of 49.20Hz. So final range of inductive load on bus bar B3 is from 190 MVAR to 50 MVAR and final range of active load is from 1200 MW to 650 MW where as maximum variation of inductive load on bus bar B6 is from 210 MVAR to 40 MVAR and for active load the range is from 2100 MW to 1400 MW.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, load analysis is done on this smart grid to check the stability in terms of frequency deviation. Since the standard frequency deviation is defined in +3% range. Initial value of inductive and active load is taken as 150 MVAR and 1100 MW at load bus bar B3 and 120 MVAR and 1900 MW at B6 respectively. At these load values maximum and minimum frequencies obtained as 50.292 Hz and 49.90 Hz respectively. From these frequency value positive and negative frequency deviation is calculated as 0.20% and 0.584% respectively which comes under defined frequency deviation range increasing the load values. The different values of active power at different buses shows that proposed design of smart grid model is sufficient to sustain the inductive and active load variation.
